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Lori
Every day we gather important objects we find it difficult 
to part with. Thanks to Lori, all these objects can
be ordered, put away and always be kept within reach.





Need a longer wall? You slide the bookcase 
apart. It looks like it has been custom-designed! 
This is where you have enough room for 
a tall flower vase and boxes for odds and ends.

Lori will adapt
to your interior
and your needs.

Slide it together Slide it apart





3. You can place a Lori
    box in the recess and
    there you have a drawer.

2. You can take your favourite
    book from the secret 
    compartment beneath 
    the table top.

1. You can lift part of 
    the table top to have 
    your latte close at hand.

Storing goods necessitates
creativity and the Lori coffee 
table is the essence of it.





Once you have pulled the table top apart, you will see a storage 
box — an ideal and handy place for cutlery or decorations. 
After all, you are the one to know best what you want to hide
in there. More guests have arrived? Take it easy, they can all
be comfortably seated once you have extended the table top.

Lori dining room 
tables can hide all
you have planned
to place in them.



The bottom drawer with wheels is exactly where you need it. There is no bottom 
shelf so you can store larger and heavier objects lower. The compartments on 
the door are as handy as those in your fridge.

This spacious sideboard
will surprise you with many
practical solutions.



The three colours of the Lori
collection will help you create 
extraordinary arrangements easily.
Grey oak, cashmere, graphite — these colours intertwine between individual pieces of furniture 
and rooms. Some pieces of the Lori collection have all three colours, others have two or only 
one shade. What matters is that they match one another and you can use them to make any 
surprising combinations.





Everything on top or hidden away — which way do you prefer it? 
With Lori, you can work just as you like it. Take advantage of the shelf 
adjustment option and make enough room for your favourite assistant.

Working at home? Lori for
the office and studio helps 
you make an artistic order.



When all the things in your 
office pile up and nearly touch
the ceiling, you can use top 
boxes and a comfortable ladder. 
In addition, you have lots 
of adjustable shelves, bottom 
drawers on wheels and wooden 
drawer boxes to give you 
numerous storage options.

Do you pile up 
your books? 
A Lori household
library is there with 
a rescue ladder.



Dlatego biurko Lori ma 
przesuwane pojemniki 
i skrzynki-szuflady 
we wnękach.

All that counts
is there on 
your desk. 
And inside it.

The bookcase consists of three modules. 
It is for you to decide which ones you need. 
Likewise, door. You can have it plain or fancy
openwork. Or have none at all.

Lori adapts to 
your office interior.



A living room or a household office. 
A Lori writing desk will prove handy 
in both.

Discover all 
its secret 
compartments 
and hide all 
your things 
in them.



Wooden handles give 
it a chic look. Grab the bottom 
drawer — it has been provided 
with wheels.

Open it and gain 
access to the things 
you need.



Desk
W135/D60/H78 cm

Writing desk, 
cashmere or graphite
W90/D46/H103 cm

Sliding bookcase
W63-160/D35/H203 cm

Narrow bookcase
W45/D35/H203 cm

Wide bookcase
W90/D35/H203 cm

Corner bookcase
W82/D80/H203 cm

Narrow corner bookcase
W35/D35/H203 cm

Narrow bookcase top box
W45/D35/H40 cm

Kennel
W45/D33/H50 cm

Sideboard
W135/D47/H103 cm

Narrow chest of drawers, 
cashmere or graphite
W45/D47/H103 cm

Coffee table
W90/D90/H42 cm

Table
W160-200-240/D90/H77 cm

Corner bookcase top box
W82/D80/H40 cm

Wide bookcase top box
W 90/D35/H40 cm



Plain door 
for narrow bookcase
W45/D2/H200 cm

Plain door
for wide bookcase
2x W45/D2/H200 cm

Openwork door 
for narrow bookcase
W45/D2/H200 cm

Openwork door 
for wide bookcase
2x W45/D2/H200 cm

Openwork door 
for corner bookcase
2x W45/D3/H200 cm

Wide drawer
W86/D33/H30 cm

Narrow drawer
W41/D33/H30 cm

Stool
W41/D33/H45 cm

Lori Box 41x33
W41/D33/H6

Lori Box 42x42
W42/D42/H6 cm

Lori Box 68x17
W68/D17/H6 cm

Lori Box 45x17
W45/D17/H6 cm

Triangular box
W32/D32/H6 cm

Ladder
W45/D5/H213 cm

Plain door 
for corner bookcase
2x W45/D3/H200 cm



You look around your house everyday 
and think how you can hide it all away. 
When you are nearby, pop in a VOX store. 
Our consultants will be more than happy 
to help you choose Lori furniture to satisfy 
your needs.

We shall be happy to have you as our guest!

Lori offers more 
space for your things.
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